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October Project 
Thanksgiving Food Collection Box 

  
  

The project will consist of decorating a box that will be placed inside each classroom for the 
collection of canned goods for the fall community service project benefitting Society of Saint 

Stephens. 
  

Goal:  To get the class to work together to come up with a theme and ideas on how to decorate 
your class box.  Complete the project in class and show students how they can work together on 

a project. 
  

Example: Box decorated as a turkey.  Divide class into groups and have each group work on a 
body part.  One group can paint and assemble the head, another, the body, another, the wings, 

another, the legs and the last group can create a poster with a slogan.  “Flocking together to Feed 
our Friends in Need” 

  
Supplies: The boxes will be supplied for the project. Any art supplies that in the art masterpiece 

cabinets on the bottom can be used as well as the butcher paper that is in the work area in the 
back half of the teachers lounge. 

  
Theme ideas: could be... 

Helping hands working together... Have the class put their handprints 
around the box with various pictures of people helping one another. 

A Thanksgiving theme ...where each child puts something he or she is 
thankful for on the box. 

A fall theme... with leaves and fall items around the box. 
A school spirit ...theme with Foster bulldogs on the box. 

Have fun with the kids on this and let them "own" the project! 
  

  Boxes should be displayed inside the classroom due to fire hazard in hallways. 
  

This project will help the students feel more involved in the giving process and help them 
appreciate the difference they are making in the lives of people who are less fortunate in our 

community. 
  

Boxes have been placed in the supply area..one per classroom. 
  

For examples, please click on the photo gallery tab above!  
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November Project 
Totem Pole 

  
QUESTIONS: 
 
1. Does anyone know what this is a picture of?  (Totem Pole)  
2. What are Totem Poles? (A Native Americans Art that either tells about the family or a 

special story) 
3. What are Totem Poles made of? (carved from large tree trunks) 
4. Totem Poles use symbols to tell their stories.  Can you think of any symbols? (The American 

Flag - Freedom, Spike the Bulldog - Foster and school spirit) 
  
SUMMARY: 
  
Totem Poles are tall, carved posts that were created by important men in the Native American 
Tribes of the Pacific Northwest and Alaska.  The carved and painted faces on a pole represented 
the animals or people in the story they wanted to tell.  The faces were either a representation of 
an actual animal or person or were symbolic. 
  
Totem Poles either told of a family’s history like scrapbooks do today or they tell a story about a 
significant happening. 
  
ART: 
  
Students will create Totem Poles that tell about themselves.  Hand out copies of symbols and 
have them pick their favorites/the symbols that best represent them.  Ex.  mouse - shy, an owl 
wise, a fox - clever. 
  
Materials: 
  
Empty toilet paper rolls (paint with brown paint in advance to make them look more like wood)  
Markers 
Feathers 
Scissors 
Construction paper - optional  
Glue  
  
Have the students select the animals that represent something about their personality.  Color the 
faces, cut them out and glue the faces onto the pole.  They can add feathers for decoration and 
may color the pole to add decoration. 
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* PAINT THE TOILET PAPER TUBES BROWN PRIOR TO THE CLASS TO SAVE TIME. 
  

Totem Pole 

 

Native American 

  

INTRODUCTION 
One of the most striking and impressive indigenous art forms of North America is the Totem 
Pole.  Its shear height with intriguing variety of colorful animals, people and shapes has defined 
much of the cultural landscape of the Pacific North West from Oregon to Alaska.   
  
HISTORY 
What exactly is a Totem Pole?  It varies with every linguistic group and from village to 
village.  If you were to paddle up a river or g along a coastline prior to European contact, you 
would have seen different styles and animals represented at almost every stop.  To the European 
Eye, the Haida are the most naturalistic, the Kwakiutl the most flamboyant while the Bella Coola 
poles make great use of a heavenly blue dye.  To the early explorers and later missionaries these 
were either representations of pagan gods or stories.  While the meaning and function of the 
Totem Pole is varied, some were similar to a European family crest.  They told the story of a 
particular family.  Many also depicted legends in a condensed form.   
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ANALYSIS 
If a Totem Pole told a story, it would have the main characters displayed or carved into the 
pole.  For example, if we were to make a totem pole of Goldilocks and the Three Bears, we 
would have the head of a young blond girl, a small baby bear and two full size bears.  By looking 
at a pole like this, the viewer would recall the story. If you look at the totem pole pictured here, it 
tells of the story of how the raven stole the sun from the sky giant and brought light to the world. 
  
RELATION 
How can any of this help you as an artist?  All artists work with images, myths and stories of 
their culture.  Many artists use symbols whether it's a dog to symbolize faithfulness or a 
Campbell's soup can to represent the everyday commercial products we consume in life. 
  
Children love Totem Poles and intuitively understand their meaning.  They enjoy making their 
own with boxes and tubes.  Totem poles are inspirational and many artists have borrowed the 
ideas from Totem Pole art to create and shape their own artistic interpretations. 
  
STUDIO ACTIVITY 
Use graphic symbols to create a story on your own hand made Totem Pole. 
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December Project 
 “Autumn Leaves on the Tsutaya River” 

QUESTIONS: 

1. What is happening in this picture? (people are working, people are crossing a bridge) 
2. Do the people in this picture look like you and me? Do they dress like us? (no) 
3. Does the bridge look like anything you’ve seen in Houston? (no) 
4. How does this artist use line? Which ways do the lines go? (the lines divide the painting into 

sections – above the bridge and below the bridge, lines create the water waves, and angled 
lines form the hay stacks) 

5. Where are the people walking to? (any answer) 
6. Where does your eye travel with the artists use of line? (back and forth across the bridge and 

opposite direction with the flow of the water) 
7. What time of the year do you think it is? (summer – fans and hats protect the people from the 

sunshine) 
8. What country do you think this painting takes place in? (Japan) 

SUMMARY: 

Japanese art influenced the art world strongly at the turn of the century. This print was done by 
Hokusai on a block of wood and then printed. It was during the 19th century! Notice in the top 
right hand corner the printing. At 6 years of age the artist began painting and was taught to write, 
with a brush, the phonetic sounds of his language. It takes a year to learn this or to commit this to 
memory. 

ART: “Simple Print Making” 

Materials: 

foam plates with the rims cut off 
manila or white paper 
pencil 
paint (green, red, white, blue, yellow, black) 
foam roller 
tape 
sticks for engraving  
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Procedures: 

Follow print making directions below.  Students may want to create Christmas or winter 
scenes.  Remember, the lines that the students push into the plates are negative lines, rather they 
appear as the paper color.  The depressed lines are called “engraving lines”.  This is what will 
print as the paper color. 

If time permits, allow students to trade plates and make more than one print.  Even layering one 
print on top of another can make an interesting design. 

    Simple Print Making Instructions 

 
Let it Snow! – A foam print by Jessica, printed with blank ink on white paper 

 
1. Use a foam plate with edge cut off.  Tape to desk to keep from moving. 
2. Then draw a design into the foam with a stick provided for engraving. Press firmly to make a 

nice impression. Make lines and dots, patterns and decorations. If you include letters, you 
will have to make them backwards, because your final print will be a mirror image of the 
design you draw. 

3. Use a brayer (paint roller) to roll a thin layer of tempera paint onto the foam. You want to 
cover the flat surface, but not the lines you have drawn into the foam. The lines should stay 
clean and have no ink or paint in them, so don’t press too hard or use too much paint. 

4. Place a sheet of manila or white paper on top of the inky foam and press gently but firmly to 
transfer the ink onto the paper. Lift the paper off and admire your design. You can print over 
and over again….make lots of designs and use them as cards or pictures to give to all of your 
friends. 
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Katsushika Hokusai 

 

Hokusai – Autumn Maple Leaves On The Tsutaya River 

Autumn Maple Leaves on the Tsutaya River 

Hokusai was born on the 23rd day of 9th month of the 10th year of the Hōreki period (October or 
November 1760) to an artisan family, in the Katsushika district of Edo, Japan. His childhood 
name was Tokitarō. It is believed his father was the mirror-maker Nakajima Ise, who produced 
mirrors for the shogun. Hokusai began painting around the age of six, possibly learning the art 
from his father, whose work on mirrors also included the painting of designs around the mirrors. 

Hokusai was known by at least 30 names during his lifetime. Although the use of multiple names 
was a common practice of Japanese artists of the time, the numbers of names he used far exceeds 
that of any other major Japanese artist. Hokusai's name changes are so frequent, and so often 
related to changes in his artistic production and style, that they are useful for breaking his life up 
into periods. 

At the age of 12, he was sent by his father to work in a bookshop and lending library, a popular 
type of institution in Japanese cities, where reading books made from wood-cut blocks was a 
popular entertainment of the middle and upper classes. At 14, he became an apprentice to a 
wood-carver, where he worked until the age of 18, whereupon he was accepted into the studio of 
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Katsukawa Shunshō. Shunshō was an artist of ukiyo-e, a style of wood block prints and paintings 
that Hokusai would master, and head of the so-called Katsukawa school.  

"Autumn Maples Leaves on the Tsutaya River" is one of his wood block paintings.  This 
painting shows his complete mastery of the art.   

Works and influences 

Hokusai had a long career, but he produced most of his important work after age 60. His most 
popular work is the ukiyo-e series Thirty-Six Views of Mount Fuji, which was created between 
1826 and 1833. It actually consists of 46 prints (10 of them added after publication). In addition, 
he is responsible for the 1834 One Hundred Views of Mount Fuji (富嶽百景 Fugaku Hyakkei), a 
work which "is generally considered the masterpiece among his landscape picture books." His 
ukiyo-e transformed the art form from a style of portraiture focused on the courtesans and actors 
popular during the Edo Period in Japan's cities into a much broader style of art that focused on 
landscapes, plants, and animals. 

Both Hokusai’s choice of nom d'artiste and frequent depiction of Mt. Fuji stem from his religious 
beliefs. The name Hokusai means "North Studio (room)," (北斎） an abbreviation of 
Hokushinsai (北辰際) or "North Star Studio." Hokusai was a member of the Nichiren sect of 
Buddhism. For Nichiren followers, the North Star is associated with the deity Myōken (妙見菩

薩). Mount Fuji has traditionally been linked with eternal life. This belief can be traced to the 
The Tale of the Bamboo Cutter, where a goddess deposits the elixir of life on the peak. As Henry 
Smith expounds, "Thus from an early time, Mt. Fuji was seen as the source of the secret of 
immortality, a tradition that was at the heart of Hokusai's own obsession with the mountain." 

The largest of Hokusai's works is the 15-volume collection Hokusai Manga (北斎漫画), a book 
crammed with nearly 4,000 sketches that was published in 1814. These sketches are often 
incorrectly considered the precedent to modern manga, as Hokusai's Manga is a collection of 
sketches (of animals, people, objects, etc.), different from the story-based comic-book style of 
modern manga. 

Influences on art and culture  

Hokusai inspired the Hugo Award winning short story by science fiction author Roger Zelazny, 
"24 views of Mt. Fuji, by Hokusai", in which the protagonist tours the area surrounding Mt. Fuji, 
with each stop being a location painted by Hokusai.  
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January Project 
 “Singer Building” - AE146  

QUESTIONS: 

1. Look at the painting. Is it real, abstract or a bit of both? (both) 
2. What is it a painting of? (city) 
3. What do you feet when you took at this picture? (unsettling, confused) WHY? (lots of 

activity, chaos, lots of movement, busy) 
4. Where does most of the activity take place in this picture? Where is your eye drawn? (center) 
5. What do you think is going on in this picture? (rush hour - accept any reasonable answers) 
6. What colors are used at the top of the painting? Why did the artist use these colors? (blue & 

purple to represent the calm, quiet serene feeling in the sky) 
7. What colors are used at the bottom of this painting? Why did the artist use these colors? (red 

& yellow to represent the activity and hustle and bustle of the city)   

SUMMARY: 

The Singer Building or Singer Tower at Liberty Street and Broadway in Manhattan, was a 47-
story office building completed in 1908 as the headquarters of the Singer Manufacturing 
Company.  The building was commissioned by Frederick Bourne, the head of the Singer Sewing 
Machine Company. He hired noted architect Ernest Flagg, who was an early exponent of the 
Beaux-Arts architectural style.  Flagg believed that buildings more than 10 or 15 stories high 
should be set back from the street, with the tower occupying only a quarter of the lot.[5] The 12-
story base of the building filled an entire block front, while the tower above was relatively 
narrow. 

The artist is an American, John Marin. He lived from 1870 - 1953. He was 83 years old when he 
died. He studied for a time in Europe. If he could be called anything it would be abstract 
expressionist. He painted this picture in watercolors in 1921. John Marin put a great deal of 
emphasis on color. He wrote of the “big quiet forms,” of “all sorts of movement and rhythm 
beats,” but these were only “seen and expressed” through color. For Marin, “color is life, the life 
sun shining on our world revealing in color light all things.” 

ART: 

Materials: 

pencil      permanent black marker - 1 per child  
colored markers or water colors manilla constr. paper or water color paper 
video – Click Here to View Video 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberty_Street_(Manhattan)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Broadway_(New_York_City)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manhattan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singer_Corporation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singer_Corporation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederick_Gilbert_Bourne
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singer_Sewing_Machine_Company
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singer_Sewing_Machine_Company
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernest_Flagg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beaux_arts_architecture
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singer_Building#cite_note-Gray-4#cite_note-Gray-4
https://youtu.be/8rR367GrFhk
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The video link on this site is only 9:30 minutes of the whole 12:30 minute clip.  You can try to 
show dvd provided in art supply box but not all school computers will play it.  

video – Click Here to View Video 

Procudures:  

First allow students to view video clip.  This clip will show them how sound/music relate to the 
rhythm of life.  The music and cartoon are representative of the period that John Marin painted 
the “Singer Building”.  The music was written in 1924 and the cartoon is to represent the same 
time period in New York.  John Marin painted the “Singer Building” in 1921.  Presenting these 
together give the students a true feeling of the time period and illustrate what life was like at this 
difficult time.  Additionally, this cartoon was colorized with the same ideas in mind.  Notice how 
the cool blues are used to express a quiet mood and how reds and yellows are used to express 
excitable moments.  Much like the way John Marin used the colors in his painting.  The upper 
stories of Marin's art has cool tones showing peacefulness contrasted with the brighter more 
vibrant colors at the base where the city bustle occurs.  

The clip is a little long (10 minutes), but the children really enjoy watching.   If you talk about 
the artwork for 10 minutes, spend 10 minutes to watch the video, and 5 minutes for instructions, 
you will still have 30 minutes for the project and 5 minutes for clean-up.  

1. Give students a piece of white paper.  Tell them they are to create a building or city scene 
like at the beginning of the video clip.  They are to take their pencil and draw their 
building/city without lifting their pencil or retracing when possible.  You may want to replay 
the beginning of the video clip to show them.   

2. After they are finished, have them go over their pencil lines with a black sharpie and then 
allow them to watercolor their city using color the same way as John Marin in his “Singer 
Building” painting and Disney in their “Rhapsody in Blue” cartoon.   

  

https://youtu.be/8rR367GrFhk
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February Project 
“Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte” - AE125 

QUESTIONS: 

1. Who are these people and what are they doing? (reading, smoking pipe, strolling, sitting, 
watching something, well-dressed people, maybe upper class/rich people ) 

2. What time of the year is it? (summer - hazy, umbrellas used to protect them from the sun 
3. How does the picture make you feel? Is there a lot of activity? Is it busy or quiet? (There’s no 

movement - too hot to do anything but just relax). 
4. How has this painting been made? (dots) 

• Look closely at the skin of the lady. What colors have been used? (rainbow of colors 
5. Describe the colors in the rest of the painting. (rainbow colors) 
6. How many different groups/vignettes of people do you see? (numerous) 

SUMMARY: 

This picture, “Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte”, was painted by Georges 
Seurat. George Seurat took the impressionist style of painting - the light and color of the subjects 
- one step further. He called himself a neo-impressionist which meant he wanted to produce 
paintings of light and color which also had form. Impressionists were only concerned with the 
effects of light, air and color. George Seurat separated color into the varied colors each and every 
color possesses. Example: Purple is made by mixing red and blue, so Seurat would never use 
purple paint.  He would dot red and blue on top of each other to create the look of purple.  He 
was able to separate all the colors out of one individual object and then put them back together 
again with his use of dots. It’s only from a distance that you see the overall colors. When you 
look closely at his work you continually see all the many colors that create one color. This 
method of painting is called “pointillism”.  George Seurat only lived to be 32. He painted this 
picture at the age of 28. 

ART:  

Materials:                                                                                    

Acrylic Sheets           
Q-Tips                                 
Mirror Board 
Markers                      
Hand Sanitizer                   
Yarn 
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Procedures: 

Pass out small acrylic sheets.  Create a simple drawing on the clear film.  Apply color to entire 
surface.  The background and foreground should be colored in.  Once this is done.  Squirt a small 
amount of hand sanitizer into a cup and dip a q-tip into it.  Start dotting the acrylic with the q-tip 
to create the look of dots/pointillism as in Seurat's artwork.  When done, flip over the acrylic 
sheet and place it on top of the mirror board.   Punch a hole in the top of the acrylic sheet and the 
mirror board.  Tie a piece of yarn through them to keep them together and observe the reflected 
light through the transparent color — it's stunning!  
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March Project 
“Apples on a Pink Tablecloth”  

QUESTIONS: 

1. What is the subject of this painting? (fruit, pitcher and tablecloth) 
2. What is the name of this type of painting? (a still life) 
3. What kinds of lines does the artist use? (curved and straight) 
4. How has the artist arranged his composition? (pitcher behind, fruit in front and all on a table 

with a cloth and there is a wall behind) 
5. How has he used the elements of art? (line, color, texture, repetition) 
6. Are the lines strong? 
7. How would you describe the lines? 
8. How did he create the roundness? (with shading, highlights and lines around) 
9. When you look at Henri Matisse’s piece, what does your eye see first? (the wallpaper) 
10. How did the Matisse use color in his paintings? (designs, patterns and bright colors to please 

the eye) 

SUMMARY: 

Henri Matisse admired Cezanne and shared his love of nature. Matisse struggled to produce 
work that was not only pleasing but decorative and expressive.  Matisse had the advantage of 
being able to physically choose and arrange the objects he wished to paint as well as enhance the 
backgrounds with decorative patterns and borders. 

ART: 

Materials: 

still life arrangement - fruit, bowl, fabric swatch for table covering, and a light source 
pencil, colored pencils, grey marker, white drawing paper 

Procedures: 

Set up a still life with bright a colored tablecloth with the fruit in the bowl add a desk lamp for 
the spot light. Have the students sketch the still life.  Make sure it fills their paper.  Point out the 
highlights and shadows.  Even turn out the lights for a few minutes to show the stark 
contrasts.  Then have the students add color with their colored pencils. Again, remind them to 
incorporate highlights and shadows to create depth.  Shadows can be achieved with grey marker 
and highlights with white colored pencil.  See example. 
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